As an animal scientist, you will always be learning! Continue learning with some of our favorite bird and farm-themed books.

The Big Book of Birds by Yuval Zommer
Travel through the bizarre and beautiful world of birds. This fact-filled, colorful book explores birds big and small.

Ages: 6+

Head outdoors to spot feathered friends. Learn to identify birds and search for clues, like feathers and nests.

Ages: 4+

One Little Lot: The 1-2-3s of an Urban Garden by Diane C. Mullen
Visit a small garden in the middle of a busy city. Plants and friendships grow well in this beautifully illustrated book.

Ages: 4+

Right This Very Minute: A table-to-farm book by Lisl H. Detlefsen
Celebrate farms and food with this adventurous and colorful story.

Ages: 5+